
JAMES: JESUS AUTHENTICATES OUR FAITH
DISCUSSION GUIDE

OPENING DISCUSSION QUESTION:
 1. Do you tend to plan far in advance, or are you more likely to just take each day as it 
comes?

One of the most common verses people reference when they need for God to give them wisdom is 
found in James:

James 1:5 If any of you lacks wisdom, you should ask God, who gives generously to all without finding 
fault, and it will be given to you. NIV

DISCUSSION QUESTION:
 2. How does the knowledge that life is short affect how you live day to day?
 3. What do you believe are the differences between wisdom and knowledge?

Clearly James writes to awaken wisdom and to mobilize the church into action. 

The dictionary explains belief as an opinion or judgment in which a person is fully persuaded.

Our beliefs are those things we are thoroughly convinced of. These are ideas and concepts we’ve 
gathered through information and experience. The more we gain knowledge and experience the more 
our beliefs will change over time.

How Is Faith Different?

The dictionary explains faith as complete trust or confidence in someone or something.

Faith is more substantial than merely making a decision to believe something. Faith includes our be-
liefs and hopes but becomes substance (Heb 11:1) or a substantial expression of our lives.

True faith requires action and if it doesn’t move us to do or say something then it really isn’t faith ac-
cording to James:

James 2:17-18 In the same way, faith by itself, if it is not accompanied by action, is dead. 18 But some-
one will say, “You have faith; I have deeds.” Show me your faith without deeds, and I will show you my 
faith by my deeds. NIV

DISCUSSION QUESTION:
 4. If you could do something that would still be remembered in a hundred years, what 
would it be? 
 5. What do you believe are the differences between belief and faith? 
 6. What are some ways you can more readily demonstrate your faith this week as you care 
for the needs of others?

Conclude by praying for people those in your group can think of that they may encounter this week 
asking God to open their hearts to his love.


